Joseph W. Grier Academy

School Leadership Team Members – 2013 – 2014

- Principal: Theresa Townsend
- Assistant Principal Representative: Norma Jean Fitzpatrick
- Dean of Students: Kibibi Cunningham
- Instructional Support Representative: Cynthia Sings-Butler
- Teacher Representative – Pre-k: Kimberly Moody
- Teacher Representative – K: Heather Edwards
- Teacher Representative – 1: Monica Heyliger
- Teacher Representative – 2: Rose Hill
- Teacher Representative – 3: LaDonne Dillard
- Teacher Representative – 3: Shayla Peterkin
- Teacher Representative – 4: Tameka Stafford
- Teacher Representative – 5: Lara Bennett
- Teacher Representative – ESL: Maria Bowen
- Special Area Representative: Ervon Nichols
- Teacher Assistant Representative: Jeanette Branch
- School Counselor: LaShica Hemingway
- School Social Worker: Bevelyn Sherrill
- Parent Representative: Tianda Tuft
- Parent Representative: Jenica Fox
- Parent Representative: Jenifer Monroy
- Parent Representative: Shimisha Richards
- Parent Representative: Veronica Stinson
- Parent Representative: Delmy Guillen
- Parent Representative: Lourdes Saavedra
- Parent Representative: Maria Alvarado
- Parent Representative: Santos Jaimes